


Oud (or Agarwood) is a really precious resin from Aquilaria and Gyrinops Indian trees. 
Characterized by one of the most ancestral and typical Middle East perfume, Oud, with 
its aroma, halfway between incense and leather, it has seduced the West too. 
Oud evokes the East and its intriguing atmospheres, starry skies and unique fragrances 
in the air; it has become one of the most precious ingredient for the artisan perfumery. 
Today, Oud is also the protagonist of a new trend in high perfumery: its intense and piercing 
notes are often sweetened by floral or fruity perfumes that make fragrances more delicate 
and sophisticated. New and absolutely amazing olfactory accords come from these refined 
blends. 

OUD, THE PRECIOUS INGREDIENT FOR THE 
ARTISAN PERFUMERY.





Allegrini Amenities has decided to mix the refined and penetrating Oud scent with the 
sweetness and softness of Rose, creating Oud & Rose, a new sophisticated amenities 
collection, able to reconcile Oriental and Occidental tastes thanks to its unique and 
absolutely unforgettable fragrance.

OUD & ROSE CELEBRATES THE LAST TREND 
IN PERFUMERY.





OUD & ROSE AMENITIES LINE



Oud & Rose is the collection able to mix perfumery art with packaging design. The 
result is a refined amenities collection with a romantic and dreamy flavour: 60 ml bottles 
treated in detail, with a 30 g elegant plissé soap. Oud & Rose is the ideal choice for those 
hotels who want to offer sophisticated and romantic moments of relax. 

OUD & ROSE, THE AMENITIES COLLECTION 
WITH A ROMANTIC FLAVOUR.





Oud & Rose is the amenities collection characterized by a romantic and sophisticated 
bouquet that will touch you with its elegant olfactory notes: the heart of Oud, Rose and 
Leather is refreshed by Lemon and Labdanum and is at the same time refined by the 
bottom notes of Patchouli, Sandalwood, Cedarwood, Benzoin, Amber and Musk. It is a 
unique and refined fragrance, able to move also the most sophisticated tastes. 

A FRAGRANCE DEDICATED TO THE MOST 
SOPHISTICATED TASTES.



Lemon - Labdanum
TOP NOTES

Rose - Oud - Leather
MIDDLE NOTES

Patchouli, Sandalwood,
Cedarwood, Benzoin,

Amber, Musk

BASE NOTES

PIRAMIDE OLFATTIVA



Follow us:

http://www.facebook.com/allegriniamenities
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGK_MMGTxbZNGsnnNZQ7Udg
https://www.instagram.com/allegriniamenities/
http://br.pinterest.com/allegriniamenit/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/allegrini-amenities-spa?trk=top_nav_home
https://twitter.com/Aamenities

